All-weather
specialists
NEW: Neuson cab dumper 6001/9001/10001+

Neuson's cab dumper combines legendary
reliability with a new dimension in comfort:

No extravagance - just extra performance:
Options that benefit everyone

-

- CD radio
- Air-conditioning

Cab heating
Fixed front window and large side windows
Two doors
Internal storage and tool compartment
Attachment device for rotating beacon
Seat plate removable for maintenance
Beverage can holder

Ready for full
performance at any time
with the new cab
dumper from Neuson.

Neuson Baumaschinen GmbH
Haidfeldstraße 37
A-4060 Linz-Leonding

Ready for full
performance at any
time with the new cab
dumper from Neuson
- Convincing data.
- Motivating comfort.
- Lasting reliability.
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Neuson Fourwheel drive dumper
Technical Data
Capacity
Max. safe load
Unladen weight
Skip - struck
- heaped
- water level
- swing

Front tip
6000 kg
4100 kg
2400 kg
3200 kg
1880 kg
180-212 °

Swivel
6000 kg
4320 kg
2400 l
3200 l
1880 l
180-212 °

Dimension

Engine
Make
Type
Output (Iso 3046/1)
Revolution
Displacement
Max. Torque
Emission
Option
Make
Type
Output (Iso 3046/1)
Revolution
Displacement
Max. Torque
Emission

Perkins
1104C-44 with Powershuttle gearbox
4-cyl., water cooled
61,5 (83,6) kw (hp)
2200 min-1
4400 ccm
308 Nm
acc. 97/68/EG, step 2
Perkins (with powershift)
1104C-44T turbo charged
4-cyl., water cooled
74,5 (100)
2200
4400
415
acc. 97/68/EG, step 2

kw (hp)
min-1
ccm
Nm

mm

B
B1
2260 2250

C
470

D
E
F
1050 1900 3620

mm

H
H1
3100 2340

K
415

L
L1
L2
L3
4835 2485 1210 1140

Features
●
●

Drive characteristics

●

Speed I
Speed II
Speed III
Speed IV
Steering angle
Oscillation
Turning radius outside
Gradeability

0 - 4,5
0 - 7,0
0 - 14
0 - 27
+/- 32,5
+/- 13
5200
50

km/h
km/h
km/h
km/h
°
°
mm
%

Steering
Tyres

Working brake
Parking brake

●
●
●

●

Transmission
Final Drive

●

●

Torque converter 4 speed powershuttle transmision, permanent 4
wheel drive, electr. driving direction
switch
hydrostatic center-pivot steering
(load Sensing)
405/70-20
14 Ply
Traction profile
foot brake via oil discs in front/rear axle
parking brake via dry disc, acting on
gearbox

●
●

Power swivel skip enabling discharge either side
Excellent rough terrain performance from hydrost.
permanent 4-wheel drive
Heavy duty construction; skip with 5-8 mm steel plate,
reinforced with box sections
Simple and safe operation; drive direction and
speed switch on the steering column.
Acceleration by foot pedal and braking from hydrost.
retardation
Wide, heavy duty center console protects driver legs
Simple and clear dashboard including fuel gauge,
hourmeter, warning lights for-parking brake, oil filter,
oil pressure,engine temperature
Folding ROPS as standard
Easy access for service maintenance
Towing bracket as standard
Automatic differential lock in front axle

Optional equipment
Homologation kit
Flashing Beacon
Reversing Alarm
Spare Wheel
Biodegradable hydraulic oil
Trailer socket
FOPS roof

Hydraulic System
Working pump
- flowrate
- oper. press.

gear pump
55 l/min
220 bar

Tank capacity
Diesel
Hydraulic

70 l
70 l

Electric
Voltage
Battery
Alternator
Starter

12
105
40
2,8

V
Ah
A
kw

Noise Emission
Noise Level LWA (acc. 2000/14/EC)

103 dB(A)

We reserve the right to change the above specification w/o prior notice.
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Permanent 4 wheel drive
Torque converter & powershuttle
Stylish and Heavy Duty design

Engine & Transmission.
The 6001s & 9001 utilises a well proven combination of Perkins engine
and ITL transmission. The 6001s has the option of powershift
transmission together with turbo charged engine.

Skip Design.
The skip is a critical element in the performance and longevity of
any site dumper. The skip design for the Neuson 6001s and 9001
sets a new standards for the dumper industry.

Service Access.

Leg Protection.

Road Lights.

The engine canopy lifts high
enabling unrivalled ease of
access to the engine bay for
service & maintenance.

The centre console extends the
full width of the central deck,
protecting the drivers legs.

Are available as an option
on all machines.

Strength and Style.
The Neuson design philosophy means the dumpers are designed to
have both outstanding performance and outstanding style. That is why
Neuson has the best, most modern looking dumper on the market
today.
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Dashboard

Swivel Lock.

Cast Iron Bumpers

includes a full instrument panel
giving all critical driver information,
including a fuel gauge and low
fuel warning light.

The 6001s powerswivel has an
automatic spring loaded centre
locking mechanism as standard.
This enables the skip to remain
horizontal during rotation, prevents
unwanted spillage and allows precise
positioning of the load.

protect the rear of the machine
from impact damage. The casting
sits proud of the lights, number
plate and radiator grille.
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Neuson Fourwheel drive dumpers
6001s /9001

Outstanding Performance and Style.
The new Neuson Dumpers 6001s /9001

9001
is a true 9t dumper capable of moving it’s rated payload
with ease. The design and postitioning of the skip on the
chassis means the dumper is supremely well balanced
when shifting loads at speed across across a job site.

Heavy Duty
construction throughout, makes the machine
a match for the toughest job sites. Massive box
sections on the skip help resist impact damage
and ensure longevity.

Skip Options.
6001s is available with forward tip or powerswivel
skips. Both skips feature massive box sections
which help resist impact damage and ensure
longevity.

6001s
With it´s heavy duty construction and modern
styling, the Lifton 6001s takes the 6 tonne dumper
in the 21st century.

Rough Terrain.

Loading.

Powerswivel

Powerful 4wd transmission and
high ground clearance, gives excellent performance on rough terrain.
The articulted chassis oscilliates
through 30 degrees allowing the
wheels to maintain contact on
uneven sites.

The skip design makes loading
easy, whether using an excavator or
a loading shovel. Huge box sections protect the skip in the event of
loader impact.

skip models enable material
discharge either side through
180 degrees, making them ideal
for accurate placement of loads
in confined spaces.

Folding Rops.

Engine & Transmission.
Perkins 1004 turbo charged 100hp watercooled diesel engines is fitted
to the 9001giving an ideal combination of high performance, low
emmisions and reliability. Mated to an ITL transmission, the 9001 relies only
on proven components which are well accepted in the industry.

Engine & Transmission.
Perkins 1004, 82 hp watercooled diesel engine is fitted to the 6001s giving
an ideal combination of high performance, low emissions and reliability.
Mated to an ITL transmission, the 6001s relies only on proven components
which are well accepted in the industry. A powershift gearbox with turbo
charged engine is available as an extra cost option.

Is standard on all machines.
This enables access to areas
with limited head room and aids
transportation.

